
Praise for One 
with God

“A subject as wondrous as our Creator God and as breathtaking 
as the fact that we can experience true oneness with him de-
serves a treatment this inspiring, this biblically grounded, and 
this beautifully written.” 

– Tim Challies,  Christian pastor, blogger, and author of 
several books, including Visual Theology, Epic, and Seasons of 
Sorrow

“One reason the modern emphasis on the self is so sinister is 
God made us for union with him. Union with the living God 
in Christ — almost too good to be true! — is a powerful tonic 
against the subtle, destructive spells of our age. Drink deeply 
of this book. That is, slowly, without hurry, and, as much as 
you’re able, without distraction. And do what God made us, 
as humans, uniquely for: meditate on God and marvel.” 



– David Mathis, senior teacher, desiringGod.org; pastor, Cities 
Church, Saint Paul, Minnesota; author, Workers for Your Joy: The 
Call of Christ on Christian Leaders

“One with God is a personal, poetic, practical and potent primer 
for spiritual growth. Herein Pierce Hibbs imparts theological 
nourishment to refocus, refresh and restore souls by deepening our 
understanding and experience of union with Christ.” 

– Dr. Peter A. Lillback, president, Westminster Theological 
Seminary, Philadelphia

“This book is a wonder-Illed, thoughtful combination of rich 
theology, poetic expression, personal sensitivity, and spiritual de-
votion. Rt unfolds how to pursue God in the light of his pursuit of 
us. Nead it and taste the love of God.” 

– Vern S. Poythress, Distinguished Professor of Bew Testa-
ment, 1iblical Rnterpretation, and Systematic Theology, Westmin-
ster Theological Seminary 

“One with God presents the reader with 2J concise chapters 
of mediations by Pierce Hibbs on 7esus’s great prayer of 7ohn 2E. 
"ach chapter takes up a theme of being One with God that Hibbs 
then develops. Most proItable is that every chapter concludes with 
re6ection questions, prayer, and reader resources that allow the 
reader to apply what he has learned. A very beautiful series of 
mediations on 7esus’s High Priestly prayer, suitable for individual 
or group discussions.” 



– Rev. Dr. Alfred Poirier, Professor of Pastoral Theology, 
Westminster Theological Seminary, PA

“Rn some ways, this book’s thesis is simple: Chase after God. 
What could be sweeter or more relevant at a time when we seem 
to be chasing anything and everything else. This is the message 
that can change our life and Pierce Hibbs has articulated it so 
thoughtfully here.” 

– Michael Horton, 7. Gresham Machen Professor, Westmin-
ster Seminary California

“Gracious words are like a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul and 
health to the body.4 So writes the sage in Proverbs 2L:J'. Rn One 
with God, Pierce Hibbs provides such wise and winning words for 
your faith. Vike a chef de cuisine, Hibbs takes the life-giving doc-
trines of the Holy Trinity and union with Christ, adds pinches of 
life s seasoning and fresh illustrations, to produce a scrumptious, 
nutritious meal. Bo more will the Triune God and union with 7e-
sus remain on an upper shelf as surely-important but out-of-reach 
sustenance. Rn One with God, you will join Hibbs in feast and 
fellowship around a table of grace, complete with rich, relevant, 
and rewarding truth. Pull up a chair and join in this delightfully 
accessible meal; enter into sweet and dynamic communion with 
the One who is himself our life.” 

– David B. Garner, ice President of Global Ministries and 
Professor of Systematic Theology, Westminster Theological Sem-
inary



“There could be no more important virtue than being one. 
Pierce Hibbs helpfully argues that the essence of biblical oneness 
is love. He names and resolves the many obstacles to unity, be 
they psychological or philosophical. Neaders will be pleasantly 
surprised to discover there are fresh ways to describe a tried and 
true gift from God. Nich and deeply satisfying, One with God 
should be read, slowly and carefully. Rn that great blessings await.” 

– William Edgar, Professor of Apologetics, Westminster The-
ological Seminary
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For Bonz Hart, whose faithfulness to the Lord in the midst of 
cancer has only given me a greater yearning for my eternal oneness 

with God. Thank you, my friend, for lifting high the torch of 
hope. 



Foreword

One with God is a short book, but it is no “quick read”—be-
cause the author, who is a careful theologian and wordsmith, 
has taken the time to approach a complex and pulsing subject 
and make it memorably clear for the head and the heart. Slice 
the book’s pages almost anywhere and the reader will Ond lines 
like “to soar on the thermals of grace” and “Gur oneness with 
!od is the beating heart of our existence, thudding to a rhythm 
that has no end.” So, be prepared for an engaging readP vierce 
has also giEen careful attention to crafting the structure of 
the book’s eleEen chapters, so as to enhance the impact on his 
readers. Rach chapter ends with reTection questions, a crafted 
prayer, and some with the author’s poems or further (eader 
(esources.                                

)he thrust of the book zin a reductionist nutshellC is the diFFying 
reality that we Jhristians haEe been granted oneness with !od, and 
that Jhrist has petitioned the 1ather that our oneness be brought 
to full fruition z7ohn :23 ::, W:-WDC—and that this oneness zwhen 
liEed outC will draw the world to Jhrist z:23WDC and, further, that 
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our oneness will deepen our joyous certitude of Jhrist’s words as 
to our ultimate destiny.

Is an exacting trinitarian theologian, the author has written 
elsewhere on the )rinity,: and here he focuses his understanding 
on the subject of oneness. )he )rinity is profoundly one because 
each person of the !odhead liEes in the others. Gf this vierce beau-
tifully writes3 “)he oneness of the 1ather, Son, and Spirit in loEe, 
power, and joy burns brighter than a thousand sunsM in eternity. 
)here is no such thing as a time when this was not. )his is inOnite 
oneness with unparalleled intimacy.” 1rom all eternity there has 
always been continual exchange, sharing, ultimate fellowship, and 
oneness.

)his is the daFFling background for 7esus’s petition to the 1ather, 
“that that they may all be one, just as you, 1ather are in me, and H in 
you, that they also may be in us, so that the world may belieEe that 
you haEe sent me” z7ohn :23WDC. Ht is an intra-trinitarian prayer. 
!od prays to !od—that’s allP )rinitarian certitude. )his means 
that our oneness, and our heart’s desire for oneness, is diEinely 
ordained and implanted. Ill !od’s children are endowed with an 
ineluctable longing for oneness. 

Nidway through the book, the author giEes practical reasons for 
the absence of oneness in the liEes of belieEers, focusing on the 
theological causes3 disobedience, fear and shame, along with their 
biblical antidotes. 9e then lists practical down-to-earth causes be-
ginning with hurry as a “corrosiEe disease,” listing ten penetrat-
ing symptoms of “hurry sickness.” 6ext is distraction, identifying 
the smartphone as the ubiquitous culprit3 “the aEerage Imerican 
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checks his phone once eEery ten minutes. )hat’s B  times a day.” 
9e then deals with lesser loves, lesser lights that detract us from the 
1ather of light. Ind then, of course, lies regarding the reality and 
presence of !od, a problem as old as the !arden. 

)he book then moEes from diagnosis to a prescription for one-
ness, proEiding a road map to monitor our own steps on the path, 
beginning with a map for the priEate life z“Gneness in vriEate3 
JultiEating Jommunion”C and then a map for the public life. )he 
result of cultiEating both priEate oneness and public oneness is 
eEangelism3 “so that the world may belieEe that you haEe sent me” 
z7ohn :23W:C. )he gospel will go forth in both its drawing-saEing 
power and repelling-condemning power. Gur liEes will radiate 
gospel power.

(eading and re-reading One with God was good for my head 
and my heart. )he fact that as Jhristians we haEe been granted to 
share in the eternal oneness of the 9oly )rinity, a oneness without 
beginning and without end, and of unparalleled intimacy, is hard 
to get into my head. ut, what H do understand is mind-blowing, 
and the more H understand the more my heart is Olled with awe and 
loEe. Ind this, coupled with 7esus’s prayer z!od praying to !od 
for our onenessC has enhanced my soul’s certitude and longing for 
oneness and, of course, the will to chase after it.

Hndeed, this little book is no quick read, but rather a book to 
slowly and prayerfully read again and again.

– R. Kent Hughes



CHAPTER   OE

Yearning for 
Oneness

T he sun is rising. The pale and glorious gold is turning 
whiter behind the swaying arms of the maple trees. The 

robins—they keep singing, as if their songs were lifting light 
up from the horizon, pushing it through the tiny windows of 
the canopy, pouring gold over the green. Above the trees, the 
clouds are scudding silent and serene, like children content not 
to speak. They’re going somewhere. My heart wishes it could 
travel with them, fall into the Pock of mist and morning mirth, 
drift above the rambling jennsylvania countryside.Two blue 
qays yell over the yard, and a truck engine churns through the 
Suiet. The world is awake. The rhythm of Monday is stepping 
into the foreground. Ioon B’ll be moving. Ioon B’ll be speaking. 
Ioon B’ll be lifting and pulling and typing. Out before the day 
gets on, B sit here with my pen, waiting for a thermal.
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B’ve always envied birds. B think it’s because B have a deep?seated 
belief that souls were meant to soar. B love watching the robins 
and the wrens dart across the treetops, Papping with their hol?
low?boned freedom from pine bough to maple limb. Out it’s the 
red?tailed hawks that capture me most. B see them open?armed 
and circling as they rise up. They don’t even need to Pap because 
thermals lift them. They rise on invisible shoulders. They rise on 
unseen grace. They rise on gifts.

As B sit at the table with dawn peering over my shoulders, B realize 
that’s what B’m waiting for—a thermal. B’m waiting for the unseen 
Ipirit to give me some words. And in that giving, B know B will rise 
to new heights. B’ll be raised. All B need to do is keep my arms out. 

Mystical, isn’t it( B used to think these dreams were the result of a 
boy’s mind being trapped in a man’s body )maybe that’s still trueC. 
Out now B believe it’s more than that. Bt’s about longing. Bt’s about 
living. Bt’s about . . . destiny. B dream of Pying with the birds be?
cause my heart has tasted the wildness of Dod. B want him, and he 
is high. Above the sky. Above the scudding clouds—light beyond 
light. Nn this earth, my neck will always be craning upwards. B’ll 
always stare at the birds because B’m in love with the one who cares 
for them. B want to get higher, closer. B want to go, as L. I. “ewis 
said, ”further up and further in.Y- B want to go so high and so deep 
that B’m one with the Dod of red?tails. One. That’s what this book 
is about. 
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Made for Oneness

He were made for oneness with Dod. Bt’s who we are, not qust what 
we want. Wverything in us, as Deerhardus Jos put it, is ”disposed 
for communion.YV Lommunion is relational oneness with Dod. 
There’s no running from this, no more than a house could run 
from its foundation. Bt’s in the marrow of our bones. Bt’s silently 
dwelling among every synapse of thought. Bt’s in our eyes as we 
gaze at the teeming world around us. Bt’s in every knuckle bend 
and muscle movement. Wverything that is you is somehow longing 
for, reaching for, hoping for oneness with Dod.

Nur world raves about identity, about the unbound freedom to 
create and de4ne ourselves. Out they have missed this. Nur identity 
is not primarily about us—what we do, what we think, what we 
like. Bt’s primarily about the Dod who made us for himself. Iounds 
strange, B know. Out that’s because most people are what :ohn 
Lalvin might have called letters Ls. They’re curved in on them?
selves. And when you’re curved in on yourself, you can’t see the 
horizon your soul is sailing towards. There is something beyond 
us that de4nes us. And B believe that thing is oneness with Dod.

Destined for Oneness

Out being one with Dod isn’t only about identity. Bt’s also about 
destiny, about where we’re going. That’s a hard concept to grasp 
in the ordinary moments of the day, isn’t it( Hhen you’re folding 
dish towels. Hhen you’re writing an email. Hhen you’re paying 
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bills. Itring enough of those routine moments together, and 
a concept like destiny turns into a vapor, evaporating in the 
burning light of the immediate. 2estiny seems at home in epic 
fantasy, but a strange ghost in our daily lives. 

That doesn’t mean it’s not there. He need to think of des?
tiny as the sun behind our clouds. :ust because we don’t see 
it doesn’t mean it’s not there, that it’s not pulling all things 
toward itself, that it’s not illuminating every blade of grass and 
every dust 4ber of our ordinary moments. Nur destiny is like 
the sun. He’re mostly unaware of it,  and yet it engulfs and 
surrounds all that we do, all that we are.

Hhat, more plainly, is our destiny(  Bt’s oneness with Dod, but 
what does that even mean( He’ll unpack that in this book, but 
for now, think of it this way6 Our destiny is to speak with God and 
see his face without interruption. Ipeech and sight, communion 
and presence, sharing and staring at the one who is love, the one 
who knows you better than your mother or father, better than 
you know yourself. Nur destiny is to speak and see our heavenly 
3ather, his eternal Ion, and the life?giving Goly Dhost. Here, we 
search for the three in great frustration. There, we’ll be with them 
as our destination. Bt’s a destination with a beginning but no end, 
a conversation that starts but never stops, a love?gaze with an in?
ception but no conclusion. Bt’s, as “ewis had it, ”Lhapter Nne of 
the Dreat Itory which no one on earth has read.Y5 Hhat could a 
human imagination do to honor such a Dreat Itory but build a 
block tower or cover a piece of paper with crayon scribbles( Oefore 
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this destiny, we’re all children. He’re all tiny. He don’t even know 
how to dream of it.

Out do we know how to yearn for it anymore( And if not, what 
are we doing here( Gow can we walk through the world without 
gripping our destiny with both hands( 

The short answer6 we create counterfeits.x And we’re very good 
at it. The greatest counterfeiters are masters of deception. They 
take what isn’t and o;er it as what is. And we believe them, even 
if the counterfeiter is our own soul. :ohn Lalvin wasn’t being 
hyperbolic when he said our hearts are idol factories.! Ge might 
also have said that we’re master counterfeiters.

A counterfeit, spiritually speaking, is anything that absorbs our 
attention other than Dod and his work. B say ”absorbsY because 
a counterfeit isn’t designed to be ”mostly substitutionary.Y Bt’s 
designed to take the place of the original. “ike a dry sponge, it soaks 
up all of our attention and energy. There’s no remainder. He’re left 
without yearning, without a passion for oneness with Dod. 

Anything can be a counterfeit because anything can be an idol, 
and counterfeits are the latest in idol technology. Hith ancient 
idols, it was obvious people were worshiping something other than 
the invisible Dod, that they were giving their lives to something 
else. Out the power of the counterfeit comes in its suggestion of 
being harmless, of being ”qust a thing.Y Lo;ee. W1ercise. Ambi?
tion. Ie1. Llothes. These aren’t idols0 they’re qust things, right( . . 
. Fight( 

Bf any one of these little things gives you more energy and pas?
sion and qoy than being one with Dod does, you have an idol, 
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a counterfeit. And we take idol currency without even checking 
for authenticity. ”Bt’s qust co;ee7Y we say with an eye?roll. Out we 
spend a great deal of time with our pour?over techniSue, our co;ee 
bean subscriptions, our routine grinding and brewing. More time, 
perhaps, than we give to think about the Dod who grew the cof?
fee plants, who shaped the harvesters after his own image, whose 
common grace lends us the machinery for roasting and the planes 
for shipping. 

In vs. Elsewhere

”Io, B can’t be a co;ee connoisseur(7Y  Eo. That’s not what B’m 
saying. B’m saying that there’s a di;erence between in and else-
where. Rou can 4nd Dod in co;ee0 you can see him in the de?
tails—his nature and grace. That is, you can see Dod’s nature 
rePected in all the things that he’s made )Fom. 86-9C.– Nr you 
can decide, even tacitly, that he can only be seen elsewhere. Bf you 
decide that Dod can only be seen elsewhere, then you see your 
co;ee passion as ”qust a co;ee thing.Y Rou see it as detached from 
or even void of Dod?rePection. And that’s where the power of the 
counterfeit lives. 

Iee, our counterfeits aren’t claiming to be gods, as the ancient 
idols did. Eo—they’re claiming instead to be ”qust things.Y Out 
they take from us the e1act same resources that ancient idols did6 
our time, energy, passion, and praise. 2o you see it( 2o you see 
how the latest in idol technology pulls us so e;ectively away from 
our yearning for oneness with Dod(
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He take these counterfeits—almost every day—and block our 
own view of Dod?given destiny. He say Pippantly, deep down in 
our hearts, ”This is why B’m here.Y Nr, if you think that’s too 
strong, we keep saying, ”B’ll 4nd Dod elsewhere, not right now. Eot 
in this. B’ll qust enqoy this for what it is.YK  

And then two problems take root. 3irst, we never 4nd a place 
for ”elsewhere.Y Dod becomes practically irrelevant to us. He say 
he’s our destiny, but we don’t live like it. Iecond, we believe the lie 
that anything could be what it is apart from Dod. Dod has created 
the world so that everything rePects something of his divine nature 
)Fom. 86-90 js. 8 68 5C. Wverything. There’s no such thing as 
”qust co;ee.Y Dod is revealing himself in every stage of the plant 
growth, the harvesting, the drying, the roasting, the brewing. Dod 
upholds every co;ee bean by the word of his power )Geb. 86VC. 
There’s no such thing as ”qust co;ee.Y 2o you see the counterfeit 
now(

He’re daily counterfeiters. He live for a thousand tiny gods. 
Throughout the day, we functionally e1press the little claim, ”This 
is why B’m here.Y Out ”thisY never seems to be oneness with Dod.

He’re going to reclaim our identity, purpose, and destiny in this 
book. He’re going to assault the practice of counterfeiting. Hatch 
your back, Iatan.

The Path to Oneness

Out how( Nneness with Dod doesn’t qust tell us who we are and 
where we’re going. Bt also tells us how we’ll get there. And so now 
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we have the three points from the subtitle of the book6 identity, 
purpose, and destiny. Bf you want Suestion words, it would be who, 
why, and where.

Hhenever you’re traveling somewhere, you need a place to stay. 
Rou need a home away from home. Rou need somewhere to dwell, 
an abode to abide in. And we have that home not in a place but 
in a person. :esus said, ”Abide in me, and B in you. As the branch 
cannot bear fruit by itself unless it abides in the vine, neither can 
you, unless you abide in meY ):ohn 8x65C. :esus calls us to live in 
him. That’s deeply mysterious, isn’t it( Ge’s not saying, ”Think 
highly of meY or ”worship me,Y though we’re called to do that, 
too. Ge’s saying, ”live in me.Y Bf our destiny is oneness with Dod, 
:esus is saying, ”“ive in me until you get there.Y Hhat could this 
possibly mean( Gow do we e1plain this mystery(

B 4nd myself agreeing with Fankin Hilbourne. ”W1plaining a 
mystery is like e1plaining a qoke. Bf you do that, you kill it.Y  Out he 
also says, ”Rou are more and most yourself when united to Lhrist. 
Ge covers you, he shields you, he represents you before the 3ather. 
Ge also 4lls you, illuminates you, and animates you, making you 
more yourself and more human than you could ever be on your 
own.Y89 There’s still mystery here. Trying to get away from the 
mystery of living in another person is sort of like trying to get away 
from the air while you breathe it. Rou can almost imagine what 
that’s like, but even while you try, the air is around you and inside 
you. Maybe a poem would help.

Lhrist, you told me that B live in you. 
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Rou said you are the vine.
B’m still me, and you’re still you. 
B’m still human0 you’re divine.
Out you are now a home to me. 
B live inside your walls.
Rou shelter as you set me free 
To answer holy calls. 

Hell, maybe that doesn’t help so much, if by ”helpY we mean 
”e1plain.Y Help in a deeper sense, however, doesn’t mean ratio?
nalization. Help doesn’t mean we wrap our minds around it. 
Help means we worship. He glory in the truth. He smile in the 
secret.

He’ll e1plore this mystery later in the book. 3or now, my 
point is that oneness with Dod—living in Lhrist by the power 
of the Goly Ipirit—is how we get to oneness with Dod. Iee the 
circularity( The gospel is full of that. Hant an e1ample( The 
Word took on Pesh to save us, who reqected Dod’s words, so that 
we might live in Dod’s Word again and be qoined with the Dod 
who spoke us. Lircularity. Bt’s not ridiculous0 it’s mysterious. 
And there’s a di;erence. Iomething ridiculous gets us nowhere 
and leaves us with nothing. Iomething mysterious gets us some?
where and leaves us with everything. Think of it as a couplet6

Fidiculous makes no sense and lets us roam. 
Mysterious opens a fence and points us home.
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Iomehow the mystery of being one with Dod is our identity, our 
destiny, and our path. That’s what this book is about.

B start with an invitation, a call. Hhy should you read this book( 
Hhy might you even )dare B say(C re?read it( Bf you long for a deeper 
relationship with the Dod who speaks, this book is for you. Bf 
you’re tired of living as if your faith is qust a set of ideas that you 
agree with, this book is for you. Bf you want to have con4dence 
and security in your identity, if you want to reclaim your sense of 
purpose, if you yearn for something to help you live closer to Dod 
on a daily basis, then this book is for you. B’ll be candid with you. 
I want all these things, so this book is for me too. “et’s start this 
conversation in pages with a prayer.

Dod, we want you.
Feally. :ust you.
He want you to illuminate
And de4ne us.
He want you to give us
jassion and purpose for you.
He want to be one with you,
:ust as :esus prayed for.
Dive us the eyes to see it,
The ears to hear it,
And the heart to grasp it.
May we never let it go,
As you never let us go. 
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Eow, we can start our conversation together by delving more 
deeply into what oneness with Dod really is. Then we’ll be in a 
good place to talk about who we are, who Dod is, and where we’re 
going as ”the world spins madly onY )The HeepiesC. 

ReceQtion uyestions and Pra:er

8. Hhat are some things that you yearn for today( Make a 
short list. Hhy do you yearn for them( Hhat value do they 
o;er you(

-. Think of a ”counterfeitY in your own life. Hhat does that 
counterfeit o;er you but not ultimately give you(

V. Gow do you think oneness with Dod grows in your daily 
life( 

5. Hhat do you think of when you hear the word ”destinyY( 
Gow do you think most people respond to that word( 
Hhy do you think they respond that way(

x. Hrite down one thing you hope to get from this book, a 
change you hope to see. Feturn to this when you reach 
the end.

Prayer
Dod, we’re out of practice in simply yearning for you.
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Nut identity blurs at the edges.
Nur purpose evaporates among a million details.
Nur destiny is a light eclipsed by clouds.
He need you. 
He want to be one with you.
He want closeness to be our calling.
Gelp us to focus our hearts
Io that we magnify you,
Io that your beauty grows like a garden,
Iurrounding our ordinary moments.

eep us in the garden of your greatness.

Reader ResoyrQeg The OriCinal and the -oyn
terfeits

B mentioned in this chapter the idea of counterfeits. Nur lives are 
4lled with counterfeits, and we’re mostly unaware of them. That’s 
because counterfeits are designed to go undetected0 they’re made 
to be invisible. Iatan, the master counterfeiter and father of lies 
):ohn K655C, doesn’t want us to see what he’s up to, how he’s 
tricking our hearts to fall into relationships that promise and never 
deliver. Rou might use the table below to identify the counterfeits 
in your own life. Eote in the 4rst row what Dod says we should 
focus on. B’ve o;ered an e1ample of a counterfeit and then given 
you space to track some of your own. 
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